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Web Standard has been around for decades, and it has become the foundation of everything we do
on the web. HTML5 has added a bunch of cool stuff, like native video, multitouch, and offline
support. However, you may notice something missing from HTML5 and the web in general. Canvas
is meant to bring the “write once, read anywhere” promise to everything else. We have learned a lot
about how to make WebGL/WebGL2/Canvas work in the browser today, but there are some lingering
questions about how we got here. In this talk, we’ll explore how canvas has evolved over the years,
and the somewhat surprising history of JavaScript. We’ll also dive into some JavaScript libraries and
tools that help us to build interactive content. Sheldon Sobel is a developer who maintains the
Canvas Raster Image library on Github. He is a core member of the HTML5CanVAS.org cross-
browser group, developer advocate for the dConstruct Innovation Conference, and avid tinkerer.
About the Speaker Sheldon Sobel Sheldon Sobel is a developer who maintains the Canvas Raster
Image library on Github. He is a core member of the HTML5CanVAS.org cross-browser group,
developer advocate for the dConstruct Innovation Conference, and avid tinkerer.[Correlation
between hypoxia-inducible factor and human oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC)]. To examine the
expression of hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) and its relationship with clinicopathological features in
human oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). Immunohistochemistry staining for HIF-1alpha and
HIF-2alpha was performed on paraffin-embedded OSCC tissue specimens obtained from the tissue
bank archives of the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, West China Hospital of
Stomatology, Sichuan University between 2003 and 2005. The epithelial or dysplastic epit
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